Memorandum of Understanding

Millennium@EDU SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION

and

Daffodil International University

September 26, 2019

The Daffodil International University and Millennium@EDU SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION agree to collaborate in the development of a Sustainable@EDU PROJECT in Bangladesh.

With this MoU both parties declare their intention to collaborate in the PROJECT entitled Bangladesh Sustainable@EDU PROJECT

With the signing of this MoU both parties agree to undertake the following actions:

1. The organization of a Workshop at the Daffodil International University to study and promote international collaboration with Bangladesh Education and Technology ecosystem;

2. Development of a Work Plan to promote knowledge Sharing and leadership skills to develop education technology projects;
3. Cooperate in the development of technology educational initiatives related to collaborative projects between entities from Bangladesh and entities from different countries or working internationally.

4. Establishing a calendared roadmap for the execution of the activities agreed above within 30 days of the date of the signing of this MoU.

Daffodil International University

Name: Dr. Md. Sabur Khan
Title: Founder & Chairman

Millennium@EDU SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION

Name: Mario FRANCO
Title: Founder & Chairperson